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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are essential in modern day to gain information about the 

environmental studies that are useful in decision making. Data is transferred through 

wireless medium, so the integrity of the data has to be maintained. We have created a model 

that helps to securely transmit the data from source node to base station. We have implied 

provenance based bloom filter and cryptographic algorithm to securely transmit data to the 

base station. We have also created a model to detect packet dropping malicious node when 

data is in transit. In our model, we have used AODV protocol as a routing algorithm and 

AES-128 as a cryptographic algorithm to encrypt the data during transmission. Bloom filter 

requires a hashing algorithm so in our case SHA-224 cryptographic hashing algorithm has 

been deployed.  

 

We used a light weight Bloom filter model to transmit the data and to detect any packet 

dropping node which act as an intermediate nodes. We used provenance information to help 

detect any malicious packet dropping nodes. We relied on provenance encoding and 

decoding methods to our model. We analyzed our model using different parameters like 

Verification failure rate (VFR), True false positive (TFP), throughput, end to end delay, etc 

on different number of nodes, packet size and bloom filter size.  

 

 

Key words: WSN, Malicious Node, Bloom Filter, Provenance, AODV, AES, SHA, 

Packet Drop 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Sensor networks are used in numerous applications like environmental condition 

monitoring, medical, military surveillance etc. The data captured in sensor networks are to 

be sent to the base station for analysis of data. During transmission of data, we need to pass 

these data through wireless medium to the base station followed by many intermediate sensor 

networks called intermediate nodes. So, wireless sensor network (WSN) is the mechanism 

used for transferring data from sensor device i.e. source node to base station i.e. destination 

node using wireless communication. Sensor nodes can be deployed in extreme 

environmental condition where human involvement is difficult. So, the main concern in 

WSN is the security of data while transferring from source node to destination. Intruders 

may attack the node and can get easy access to the data. 

 

Malicious nodes are the affected nodes which shows malicious behavior. Nodes can be 

subjected to both physical damage and logical damage. Logical damage in a sense that it 

may be attacked by intruder or nodes itself can be selfish so that they don’t transmit the 

received data from its neighboring nodes to the succeeding nodes. So the data need to be 

routed through alternative best route with minimum path to the destination node. In this 

work, we are going to discuss about the best route to the destination node whenever there is 

a malicious node present using provenance based bloom filter. 

 

Data generated at source sensor node needs to be securely transferred to the base station so 

that correct decision making can be done. The diversity of data source make the fact that 

trustworthiness of data is maintained. Recent research have proven that provenance based 

mechanism have played important role in WSN. Low energy, efficient storage, bandwidth 

consumption and secure transferring of data are several challenges that needs to be addressed 

by provenance based system. Because it investigates a past and extensive history of the 

ownership of data and activities conducted on data, data provenance is an adequate technique 

for determining the trustworthiness of data. Provenance ensures data integrity, which is 

essential for making accurate decisions in a variety of crucial applications such as military 
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applications. In a multi-hop sensor network, data provenance allows the base station to track 

the source and forwarding path of an individual data packet since its origination. The 

restricted storage, energy, and bandwidth limits of the sensor nodes present significant 

hurdles in recording provenance for each data packet. As a result, a light-weight provenance 

solution that does not impose considerable overhead is required. It's also critical to consider 

security concerns including confidentiality, integrity, and provenance freshness. Our 

primary goal is to create a provenance encoding and decoding technology that is secure. We 

deployed a provenance encoding method in which each node along a data packet's journey 

securely embeds provenance information in a Bloom filter, which is then transmitted with 

the data. The base station extracts and verifies the provenance information after receiving 

the packet. 

 

Our system uses Bloom Filter (BF) in coordination with provenance information to securely 

transmit data from sensor node to base station. A Bloom filter is a space-efficient 

probabilistic data structure that is used to test whether an element is a member of a set [1]. 

For example, checking availability of username is set membership problem, where the set is 

the list of all registered username. BF generally discusses about the presence and absence of 

searched data in its set. If searched element is present in set then it can’t assure the presence 

of that element i.e. both True positive and False positive can take place. But when we check 

unavailability of data then it as assure about the fact 100%. So there is a case for True 

negative only. In our model, we have used this filter so assure that the element is in set or 

not. In our model, we have used Bloom filters (BF), which are fixed-size data structures that 

compactly represent provenance. Bloom filters make efficient usage of bandwidth, and they 

yield low error rates in practice. 

At first, empty bloom filter is used which bit array of m bits, all set to zero, like this – 

 

 

Figure 1: Bloom Filter 

 

https://media.geeksforgeeks.org/wp-content/uploads/enpty_bit_array.png
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We need “k” number of hash functions to calculate the hashes for a given input. When we 

want to add an item in the filter, the bits at k indices h1(x), h2(x), … hk(x) are set, where 

indices are calculated using hash functions. 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a type of cipher that is used to protect data in 

communication. It is one of the best encryption algorithm which combines speed and 

security. Nowadays, we find AES encryption in many applications that we use today. AES 

is a symmetric encryption where two parties use same key to encrypt and decrypt that 

message. It uses multiple rounds to encrypt the data. So, this is why it is hard to break. There 

are 3 lengths of AES encryption keys i.e. 128-bit key, 192-bit key and 256-bit key. Despite 

of the different key length, block size is 128 bit long. In our model we have used AES-128 

bit key to encrypt the data in communication. 

There are various encryption standards like DES, etc. We have used AES because it requires 

less memory to operate. AES is used in our wi-fi that we use, VPN, mobile applications, 

compression applications, password managers and many more applications that we use 

today. AES decryption is an inversion of AES encryption that restores cipher text to plain 

text. As, we know that AES uses symmetric key, same key is used for encryption and 

decryption. 

 

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is a collection of cryptographic functions designed to 

keep data safe. It operates by converting data using hash functions, which result in a fixed-

length string. These methods are one-way functions, which means that once they've been 

turned into hash values, they're nearly impossible to reverse. 

 

Some of SHA algorithms are SHA -1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 whereas SHA-0 is obsolete. SHA 

is widely used to encrypt passwords. The encrypted passwords are stored in the form of 

passwords not the actual password. Even if the attacker compromises the database, they will 

get only hash values. Additionally, SHA shows avalanche effect, where changing few letters 

that are encrypted causes a huge change in output. So, due to this effect, hash values do not 

give any information regarding input string. 
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In the field of cryptography, SHA-1 algorithm is a crypto formatted hash function that 

produces a string of 160 bits i.e. 20 byte hash value over any input length. 

The hash valued thus produced is known as message digest. These hash functions are used 

to maintain and save data in a secure manner by offering three types of characteristics: pre-

image resistance, also known as first level image resistance, second level image resistance, 

and collision resistance. The pre-image approach makes it difficult and time-consuming for 

the hacker to locate the original message using hash values.  

Second resistance technique is used so that it is difficult for the attacker to go through 

decoding the error message that are produced during decryption when first level is decrypted. 

And the last stage is collision resistance, which makes difficult for the attacker to find two 

completely different messages which hash to the same value. 

 

As, we have already discussed the types of SHA. SHA-1 is a 160 bit long or 20 byte long 

hashed function to digest the message. It was designed and developed by National Security 

Agency (NSA). Weakness to this cryptographic technique is found and was replaced by 

SHA-2. 

Due to the exposed vulnerabilities of SHA-1, researchers modified the algorithm to produce 

SHA-2, which consists of not one but two hash functions known as SHA-256 and SHA-512, 

using 32- and 64-bit words, respectively. There are additional truncated versions of these 

hash functions, known as SHA-224, SHA-384, SHA-512/224, and SHA-512/256, which can 

be used for either part of the algorithm. SHA-1 and SHA-2 differ in several ways; mainly, 

SHA-2 produces 224- or 256-sized digests, whereas SHA-1 produces a 160-bit digest; SHA-

2 can also have block sizes that contain 1024 bits, or 512 bits, like SHA-1. In our model, we 

have used SHA -224 hashing with bloom filter to protect the provenance information in 

bloom filter as suggested by [2]. Experiment done by the author shows that SHA -224 

produces best output and in quick execution time. 

 

 1.2 Problem Statement 

 

Transferring data from source node to destination node should address several security issue 

so that the data received at the base station should have freshness, integrity and 
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confidentiality. Many researches have been done to counter security issues using various 

mechanisms and algorithms for single malicious node detection. But few of the research 

have been done in case where we have multiple malicious nodes. Different researchers and 

scholars have appended various challenges such as memory usage, usages of bandwidth, and 

attack by the malicious data, maintaining the originality and the integrity of the data. 

 

Sensor nodes can be deployed in extreme environmental condition where human 

involvement is difficult. So, the main concern in WSN is the security of data while 

transferring from source node to destination. Intruders may attack the node and can get easy 

access to the data. In researches done till date, few of the mechanisms exists where packet 

is re-routed using best alternative shortest path. 

 

1.3 Objective 

 

The main objectives of this thesis are as follows:  

 To detect multiple malicious node in WSN when message is sent from source node 

to base station. 

 To securely transmit data from source node to destination node. 

 

1.4 Organization of the thesis 

 

The thesis is organized as mentioned below: •  

 Chapter 2: provides information about WSN, Bloom Filter, AODV & other key 

terminologies.  

 Chapter 3: gives information regarding previous work related to WSN malicious 

node detection. 

 Chapter 4: The methodology used for detecting malicious node is discussed in the 

chapter.  

 Chapter 5: The results obtained using NS3 simulator are discussed as well as 

analyzed in this chapter.  

 Chapter 6: The last chapter draw conclusion from the analysis of the results and 

suggest some recommendations. 
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2. WSN, BLOOM FILTER, AODV & KEY TERMINOLOGIES.  

 

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks 

 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a standard service deployed in commercial and industrial 

applications. It is made up of nodes that detect and store the environment, such as 

temperature, pressure, sound, humidity, and so on. These data can be employed in real-time 

applications for tasks such as smart detection, neighbor node discovery, data processing and 

storage, data collecting, target tracking, monitor and control, synchronization and effective 

routing between the base station and nodes. These technologies can be used in numerous 

applications like medical, environmental, military, crisis management, etc. 

WSN is a type of wireless network that has large number of minute, low powered electronic 

devices called nodes. These nodes are used to capture large amount of node using sensors 

inside it and these data can be effective in monitoring the activities where sensors are 

deployed and helps to take necessary decisions. Nodes can be also called as tiny computers 

that are joint to form a network. The sensor node is multifunctional and energy efficient 

device. Each node sense the data and can be also called as transceiver which can also receive 

and forward the data. In other words, these sensor nodes can act as a router. Generally, sensor 

nodes in WSN are fixed and there are some applications where there are mobile nodes too. 

In contrast to ad hoc network where there are fewer nodes, WSN has large number of nodes 

in the range of hundreds to thousands. 

 

2.1.1 Structure of a wireless sensor network  

 

 

Structure of WSN includes different topologies that are deployed to create a network and 

hence transfer data between different nodes using radio waves. Different topologies of WSN 

are discussed below: 

 

2.1.1.1 Star Network 

 

 

A star network topology is a communication topology in which a single base station can 

send and/or receive a message to a number of remote nodes. The remote nodes can’t send 
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the message to each other. This type of topology has the advantage of low power 

consumption as all the nodes do not have to involve in each and every packet transmission. 

Limitation of this network is that base station has be within the communication range of all 

individual nodes and is not as robust as other topologies due to its dependency on a single 

node i.e. base station to manage the network. 

 

2.1.1.2 Mesh Network 

 

 

This sort of network allows data packets to be sent from one node in a network to another 

node within its communication range. This enables for multi-hop communication, which 

means that if a node wishes to deliver a message to another node that is out of radio 

transmission range, it can still use intermediate nodes to interact. Redundancy and 

extensibility are two advantages of these networks. If a single node fails then, there is still 

another path to the desired node using alternate route. In addition, the range of network is 

not limited by the range in between individual nodes, it can be easily expanded by adding 

more nodes to the network. The limitation of these networks are power consumption and 

end-to-end delay. As nodes have to participate in transferring data packet between the nodes 

that act as an intermediate node, they have to regularly consume some energy which cause 

to the decay of battery life. Battery life of WSN is usually low. Also, talking about end to 

end delay, the number of communicating nodes to the destination increases, time to deliver 

message also increases and hence delay is increased. 

 

2.1.1.3 Hybrid star – Mesh network 

 

 

This type of network combines star and mesh topologies which makes network robust and 

versatile while maintaining power consumption of nodes to minimum. The sensor nodes 

with the lowest power are not given the capacity to forward messages in this network design. 

This ensures that power usage is kept to a minimum. Other network nodes, on the other hand, 

have multi-hop capabilities, allowing them to relay messages from low-power nodes to other 

network nodes. Multi-hop nodes are often higher-power nodes that are often linked into the 
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electrical mains line if possible. This is the topology implemented by the up and coming 

mesh networking standard known as ZigBee [3]. 

 

2.1.2 Structure of a wireless sensor node 

 

 

The four essential components of a sensor node are the sensing unit, processing unit, 

transceiver unit, and power unit. A sensing device detects the physical environment and 

sends the information to a central processing unit (CPU), which processes and stores the 

information. Sensors and analog to digital converters are included (ADC). Physical 

phenomena are turned into electrical signals, which are then translated to digital using an 

ADC. A processing unit is linked to a small storage unit and can control the operations that 

allow sensor nodes to work together to execute sensing activities. Processing unit consists 

of micro controller which performs execution on the data fed by sensor unit, execution of 

communication protocols, cryptographic tasks and sensor controlling tasks [4]. Transceiver 

unit connects node to the network. It consists of antenna i.e. transceiver to communicate with 

other nodes in a network. It also transmits the received data, processed data to other nodes 

so that data reaches base station. Power unit supplies electrical energy to the components of 

sensor node. Power unit generally consists of solar power cells or batteries which have lower 
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power storage capacity. Architecture of sensor node is shown in figure 2.

 

 

Figure 2: Structure of sensor node 

2.1.3 Challenges of WSN 

 

Sensor inetworks, iwhich iare ia isubset iof iwireless iad ihoc inetworks, ihave ivarious 

ichallenges iin itheir iadoption. iSensor inodes icommunicate iacross iwireless, ilossy ilines 

iin ithe iabsence iof iany iinfrastructure. iAnother idifficulty iis ithe isensor inodes' ilimited 

ienergy isupply, iwhich iis itypically inon-renewable. iThe iprotocols imust ibe idesigned 

iconsidering ienergy iin iorder ito imaximize ilifetime. 

 

 FaultiTolerance: iSensor inodes iare isusceptible iand iregularly ideployed iin irisky 

ienvironments, irequiring ifault itolerance. iHardware iproblems, iphysical idamage, ior ia 

ilack iof ienergy ican iall icause inodes ito ifail. iIn iwired ior iinfrastructure-based iwireless 

inetworks, iwe iexpect ia ifar ihigher irate iof inode ifailures ithan iis icommonly iexpected. 

iThe iprotocols iof ia isensor inetwork ishould ibe iable ito idetect ithese ierrors ias ifast ias 

ifeasible iand ibe istrong ienough ito ihandle ia isignificant inumber iof ifailures iwhile 
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ikeeping ithe inetwork ioperational. iThis iis iespecially icritical iin irouting isystems, iwhich 

imust iensure ithat ialternate ichannels ifor ipacket irerouting iare iavailable. 

 

 Hardware iConstraints: iEvery isensor inode imust ihave ia isensing iunit, ia iprocessing 

iunit, ia itransmission iunit, iand ia ipower isupply, iat ithe ivery ileast. iTo ienable ilocation-

aware irouting, ithe inodes imay iincorporate ivarious ibuilt-in isensors ior iexternal 

idevices, isuch ias ia ilocalization isystem. iEach inew ifunctionality, ion ithe iother ihand, 

icomes iat ia icost, iwith ithe inode's ipower iconsumption iand iphysical isize igrowing. iAs 

ia iresult, iextra ifunctionality imust ibe iregularly iweighed iagainst icost iand ienergy iuse. 

 

 Sensor iNetwork iTopology: iDespite ithe ifact ithat iWSNs ihave iprogressed iin imany 

iaspects, ithey istill ihave ilimited ienergy, iprocessing icapacity, imemory, iand 

icommunications iresources. iThe imost icritical iof ithese ilimits iis ienergy iconsumption, 

ias iseen iby ithe ivast iarray iof ialgorithms, itechniques, iand iprotocols ideveloped ito isave 

ienergy iand ihence iextend ithe inetwork's ilifetime. iTopology imaintenance iis ione iof 

ithe imost iimportant idifficulties ibeing itackled ito ireduce ienergy iconsumption iin 

iwireless isensor inetworks. 

 

 Power iConsumption: iMany iof ithe iissues iwith isensor inetworks, ias iwe've iseen, irelate 

iaround irestricted ipower iresources. iThe ibattery's isize iis ilimited iby ithe isize iof ithe 

inodes. iThe iconcerns iof iefficient ienergy iutilization imust ibe iproperly iconsidered iin 

ithe isoftware iand ihardware iarchitecture. iData icompression, ifor iexample, imay isave 

ienergy iduring iradio itransmission ibut iconsumes imore ienergy iduring iprocessing 

iand/or ifiltering. iThe iapplication ialso iaffects ithe ienergy istrategy; iin isome icases, iit 

imay ibe iappropriate ito iturn ioff ia isubset iof inodes ito isave ienergy, iwhilst iin iother 

icases, iall inodes imust ibe ioperational iat ithe isame itime. 

 

 Security: iOne iof ithe idifficulties iin iWSNs iis imeeting ihigh isecurity irequirements 

iwhile iworking iwith ilimited iresources. iA ilarge inumber iof iwireless isensor inetworks 

icollect isensitive idata. iSensor inodes ithat iare ioperated iremotely iand iunmanaged iare 

imore ivulnerable ito ihostile iinvasions iand iattacks. iNode iauthentication iand idata 
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isecrecy iare itwo isecurity icriteria iin iWSNs. iIn iorder ito idetect iboth ilegitimate iand 

inon-legitimate inodes ifrom ia isecurity iaspect, ithe ideployment isensors imust ipass ia 

inode iauthentication iphase iby itheir irespective imanagement inodes ior icluster iheads, 

iand iunauthorized inodes ican ibe iisolated ifrom iWSNs iduring ithe inode iauthentication 

iprocess. iAs ia iresult, isensor inetworks iwill irequire inovel isolutions ifor ikey icreation 

iand idistribution, inode iauthentication, iand isecrecy. 

 

2.1.4 Wireless iSensor iNetwork iApplications 

 

 Because iof itheir iadaptability iin isolving iproblems iacross ia iwide irange iof iapplication 

iareas, iwireless isensor inetworks ihave iincreased iin ipopularity, iand ithey ihave ithe 

ipotential ito ichange iour ilives iin ia ivariety iof iways. WSNs ihave iproven ito ibe iuseful 

iin ia iwide irange iof iapplications. iSeismic, imagnetic, ithermal, ioptical, iinfrared, iradar, 

iand iacoustic isensors iare ijust ia ifew iof ithe inumerous itypes iof isensors ithat ican ibe 

iemployed iin iwireless isensor inetworks ito imonitor ia ivariety iof ienvironmental 

ivariables. iContinuous isensing, ievent iidentification, ievent idetection, iand ilocal 

iactuator icontrol iare iall idone iwith isensor inodes. iWireless isensor inetworks iare imost 

icommonly iused iin ihealth, imilitary, ienvironmental, ihome, iand iother icommercial 

iapplications. 

 

2.2 iBloom iFilter iand iits icomponents 

 

 Let's isay iwe iwant ito idetermine iif ia iparticular ielement iis ipresent iin ia iset iof iitems. 

iThere iare ia ivariety iof isearch ialgorithms ithat imay ibe iused ito iaccomplish ithis. iEven 

iwith ian ieffective isearch imethod, istorage ibecomes ian iissue iwhen idealing iwith ia 

ilarge iset i(millions iof ielements). iDue ito idisk iaccess, ithere iis ialso ilatency. iOne 

ioption iis ito iuse ia ibloom ifilter. iBloom ifilter iis ia idata istructure ithat istores ithe 

ioriginal iset iin ia imore icompact iformat iwhile ialso iallowing iset imembership iqueries, 

ii.e. idetermining iwhether ian ielement iis ia imember iof ithe iset. iBloom ifilter iis ia 

iprobabilistic idata istructure ithat isaves ispace. iWith ithe irise iin idata isince i2000, ithere 

iis iincrease iin iinterest ito iuse iBloom iFilter iin idifferent iapplications [5]. 
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Figure 3: Bloom filter with 3 hash functions that illustrates the true positive, false positive, 

and true negative [5]. 

 

 A iBloom ifilter iis isimply ia ibit iarray iof ilength im ifor istoring ielements iof iset 

iS={x1,x2,…,xn}. iThe iset iis iempty ibecause ithe ifilter istarts iwith iall izeros. iWhen 

iyou iadd ia inew ielement, iit's ihashed iwith ic idifferent ihash ifunctions. iEach ifunction 

iwill igenerate ia ibit ilocation iin ithe ifilter ithat iwill ibe iset ito ione. iAs ia iresult, ieach 

ielement iwill iset ithe ifilter's ia ibits [1]. i 

 

 The irequested ielement iis ipassed ithrough ithe ici-ihash ifunctions iwhen ia iquery iis 

iconducted. iThe ibit ipositions ithat iresult iare iexamined iin ithe ifilter. iIf iat ileast ione 

iof ithese iis izero, iwe iknow ithe ielement idoes inot ibelong iin ithe iset. iIf iall iof ithe 

ibits iare iones, iit's ipossible ithat iit's ipart iof ithe iset. iThe ifilter iis ithus iprobabilistic. 

iBecause ia iquery imay iverify iagainst ibit ilocations ispecified iby imore ithan ione istored 

ielement, iit iis iprobabilistic. iIn ifigure i3, iwe ican isee ithat ithere iare i3 ihash ifunction 

iused iwith i19-bit ibloom ifilter ispace isize iand ielement iX i& iY iare iinserted iusing ic 

ihash ifunctions. iWhen iwe iquery ielements ithen ithe iresult iis ishown iin ifigure i3. 

iElement iX iand iQ iis ifound iwhereas iX iis iTrue iPositive, iQ iis ifalse ipositive. iHere 

iwe ican isee ithat ithere iis ia ichance iof ifalse ipositive itoo. iSo, ithis iis ia imain ichallenge 

iin ibloom ifilter idesign iand ithere iare imethods ito ireduce ifalse ipositive. iAlso, iwe 
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ihave iqueried ielement iZ iin ifilter ibut iZ iis isurely inot ipresent ithat imeans iit’s ia itrue 

inegative. iFrom, ihere iwe ican isee ithat iin icase iof ibloom ifilter ithere iis ia iprobability 

iof ifalse ipositive ibut isurely ithere iis ino ifalse inegative. 

 

 If ithe iBloom ifilter istates ia irecord iis imissing, iwe iknow iit's imissing iand idon't ineed 

ito ivisit ithe idisk. iWe're inot isure iif ithe irecord iis ipresent iif ithe iBloom ifilter 

iindicates iit iis. iTo ifind iout, iwe'll ihave ito iquery ithe idatabase. iWhen ia ifilter ireports 

isomething ias ipresent iwhen iit iisn't, ithis iis iknown ias ia ifalse ipositive. iFalse ipositives 

ishould ibe ikept ito ia iminimum iin iorder ifor ithe iprogram ito ifunction iproperly. iBloom 

ifilter iimproves iperformance iwhen ithe imajority iof ithe isearched irecords iare imissing 

ifrom ithe idatabase. 

  

 

2.2.1 Parameters of the Bloom filter 

 

Filter size a, number of hash functions c, and number of elements to be inserted b are the 

three main parameters. Use greater a and c numbers with a tradeoff for fewer false positives. 

The higher the a, more memory is consumed. The higher the c, the more computing is 

required. Because a higher c sets more bits, there is a copt number beyond which false 

positives start to rise. False positives increase as more items are added beyond the design 

limit. We should linearly scale m as n increases to ensure a stable false positive probability. 

In fact, the bit-to-element ratio is constrained by the following formula: a / b ⩾ 1 / ln(2).  

 

 

2.2.1.1 Probability of False positivity 

 

Let a be the bit size array, c be the number of hash functions and b be the number of expected 

elements to be inserted in the filter, then the probability of false positive p can be calculated 

as: 

 

P = ( 1- [ 1 – 1 / a ] c.b ) c 
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2.2.1.2 Size of Bit Array 

 

If expected number of elements b is known and desired false positive probability is P then 

the size of bit array a can be calculated as: 

 

a = - 
𝑏.𝑙𝑛.𝑃

(𝑙𝑛2)2 

 
2.2.1.3 Optimum number of hash functions 

 

 

The number of hash functions c must be a positive integer. If a is size of bit array and b is 

number of elements to be inserted, then c can be calculated as: 

 

c = 
𝑎

𝑏
 𝑙𝑛2 

 

2.2.2 Hash Function to chose 

 

 

Bloom filters should utilize an independent and evenly distributed hash function. They must 

be as quick as feasible. Murmur, the FNV series of hash functions, and Jenkins hashes are 

examples of fast, non-cryptographic hashes that are sufficiently independent. Bloom filters 

rely heavily on hash generation. Bloom filter becomes slower as the number of hash 

functions c increases. Despite the fact that non-cryptographic hash functions do not provide 

any guarantees, they do boost performance significantly. Cryptographic hash functions 

provide stability and assurance, but they are time-consuming to compute. One developer 

showed how replacing MD5 with MurmurHash brought performance improvements [6].  

 

In our model, we have used Secured Hashing Algorithm (SHA) as our hashing function. In 

our model, we have used SHA -224 hashing with bloom filter to protect the provenance 

information in bloom filter as suggested by [2]. Experiment done by the author shows that 

SHA -224 produces best output and in quick execution time. As opposed to our model, [7] 

has used SHA – 1 as a hashing algorithm. 
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2.2.3 Bloom Filter Application 

 

 

 Bloom ifilter iis iwidely iused iin ithe iapplications ithat iwe iuse iin idaily ibasis ilike 

iGoogle isearch iengine, iGoogle iChrome, iMedium i(American ionline ipublishing 

iplatform), iand imany imore iweb iapplications. iBloom ifilter iallows ifor iquick isearches, 

iprivacy ipreservation, icontent isynchronization, iand iduplicate idetection iin 

idatabasebased iapplications. iIn ia istreaming iapplication iprocessing i17 imillion ievents 

iper iday iper ipartition, iMedium iutilizes ithe iBloom ifilter ito ideduplicate 

irecommendations. iAt iscale, ithe iBloom ifilter iwas iutilized ito ideduplicate ievents. iThe 

ifilter irequired i108 iGB idivided iinto i1024 ipartitions. iReads iwere i20x iquicker ithan 

iwrites, iwhile iwrites iwere i3x ifaster. iThe ifilter iis iused iby ithe iChrome ibrowser ito 

irepresent ia ilist iof idangerous iURLs. iWhen ia iuser irequests ia iURL, iif ithe ifilter 

iindicates ithat ithe iURL iis ilikely ito ibe isecure, ithe irequest iis isent ito ia iserver ifor 

iverification. iBloom ifilters icould ibe iused iin ia iweb iapplication ito ikeep itrack iof iusers 

ioriginating ifrom ia igiven icity iviewing ia iwebpage. [1]. i 

 

 Applications iof iBloom iFilters iin iNetwork iSecurity ican ibe iwidely ifound. iBloom 

ifilter iis iutilized iin inetwork-related iapplications isuch ias ipeer-to-peer inetworks, 

iresource irouting, ipacket irouting, iand imeasurements. iBloom ifilters iare iused iby 

iContent iDelivery iNetworks i(CDNs) ito iavoid icaching ifiles ithat iare ionly iseen ionce. 

iAuthor ihas idiscussed iabout ithe iapplication iof ibloom ifilter iin iwireless inetworks ifor 

iauthentication, iprivacy ipreserving, ifirewalling, inode ireplication idetection, 

imisbehavior idetection iand imany imore [8]. iIn iour imodel itoo, iwe ihave iused ibloom 

ifilter ifor iprovenance iencoding, idecoding, icollection i& iverification iwhere 

iconfidentiality, iintegrity iand ifreshness iis iachieved. i 

 

2.3 AODV Protocol 

 

 

 Routing iprotocols iplay ia icritical irole iin iensuring ithat icommunication ibetween 

isource iand idestination inodes iis iuninterrupted iand iefficient. iThe ichoice iof ia idecent 

irouting iprotocol ihas ia isignificant iimpact ion ia inetwork's iperformance, iservice, iand 
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idependability. iWireless isensor inetworks iand iad ihoc inetworks imust iuse iround-free 

iprotocols. iWSN irouting iprotocols iare iclassified iin ia ivariety iof iways. iThe irouting 

iprotocol iis ia imethod ifor iselecting ian iappropriate ipath ifor idata ito iflow ifrom isource 

ito idestination. iWhile iselecting ithe iroute, iwhich iis idependent ion ithe itype iof 

inetwork, ichannel icharacteristics, iand iperformance imetrics, ithe iprocedure iconfronts 

inumerous iobstacles. iThe idata icollected iby ithe isensor inodes iin ia iwireless isensor 

inetwork i(WSN) iis irelayed ito ithe ibase istation, iwhich iconnects ithe isensor inetwork 

ito iother inetworks i(such ias ithe iinternet), iwhere iit iis iprocessed iand iappropriate 

iaction itaken. 

 

 Single-hop icommunication iis iused iin ivery ismall isensor inetworks iwhen ithe ibase 

istation iand imotes i(sensor inodes) iare iso iclose ithat ithey ican icommunicate idirectly 

iwith ieach iother. iSensor inodes iin imulti-hop icommunication inot ionly icreate iand 

itransport itheir icontent, ibut ialso iact ias ia iconduit ifor iother isensor inodes ito ireach 

ithe ibase istation. iRouting iis ithe iprocess iof ifinding ian iacceptable ipath ifrom ia isource 

inode ito ia idestination inode, iand iit iis ithe inetwork ilayer's imajor iresponsibility. 

 

 We ihave ialready idiscussed iabout ithe ichallenges iof iWSN iin iSection i2. iConsidering 

ithe ifact iabout ilow ienergy iconsumption, ilow iprocessing icost, ilow imemory, iwe ihave 

idecided ito iuse iAODV [9] ias iour irouting iprotocol iwhich iis ireactive iprotocol iand iit 

iperforms ibetter iin ithroughput iand iend ito iend idelay. 

 

 The iad ihoc ion-demand idistance ivector i(AODV) iprotocol iis ia irequest-response 

imechanism. iAODV iis idesigned ifor imobile inetworks iwith ilittle iinfrastructure. iFor 

iroute iformations iamong inetwork inodes, iit iuses ithe ion-demand irouting imechanism. 

iWhen ia isource inode iwants ito iguide idata ipackets, ia isingle ipath iis iestablished, iand 

ithe ipre-set iroute iis imaintained ifor ias ilong ias ithe isource inode irequires. iThis iis ithe 

ireason iwhy iwe icall iit iOn-Demand. i 

 

 The iAODV irouting iprotocol idirects ipackets ibetween iwireless iad-hoc inetwork 

imobile inodes. iAODV iallows imobile inodes ito isend idata ipackets ito ia irequired itarget 
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inode ivia ineighboring inodes ithat iare iunable ito iopenly iconnect. iRouting itable 

imaterial iis iswapped ibetween ineighbor inodes ion ia iregular ibasis iand iis iprepared ifor 

iunexpected iupdates. iAODV iuses ibroadcasting ito ifind ithe ibest iroute ivia iflooding 

imechanism. iRoute iRequest i(RREQ) iand iRoute iReply i(RREP) isteps iare iused iin 

iAODV ito idiscover irouter iand ithese irequest iare irelayed iover ithe inetwork ito ifind 

ithe ibest ipath. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

A wireless sensor network emerged as result of continuous research of network technology. 

It's a new idea, a vision for the future in the sphere of communication. So, a wireless sensor 

network is a network made up of a few to many small nodes having sensors and 

communications capabilities for transmitting and receiving data. The data collected by the 

sensors is sent through a network from one node to the next until it reaches the base station. 

With the help of this technology, such systems will be able to generate massive amounts of 

data and findings that can be analyzed in real time. This could lead to a new era of real-time 

monitoring and control of processes, something that was previously impossible without the 

intervention of people and complex equipment in some circumstances. Another benefit of 

using wireless technology is the cost savings associated with cabling deployment in current 

systems, as well as the ability to perform measurements in inaccessible locations. 

 

Researchers and scholars are continuously working on improvement of security issue of 

WSN. Some of the important research in upgrading the confidentiality, integrity of data 

produced at sensor nodes will be discussed in this work.  

 

“A Lightweight Secure Scheme for Detecting Provenance Forgery and Packet Drop Attacks 

in Wireless Sensor Networks” has been discussed by Salmin Sultana [7]. In this paper 

authors have proposed a lightweight secure scheme to transfer the data securely in WSN. In 

this method “In-packet bloom filter” is used for encoding data at each sensor nodes i.e. 

intermediates nodes. Authors have discusses about confidentiality, integrity, freshness as 

well as provides protection against packet drop, loss, and replay attacks in the paper. The 

strength of this method is lightweight, effective and scalable. But this paper lacks the 

detection of the multiple malicious sensor nodes. 

 

“Cluster-Based Arithmetic Coding for Data Provenance Compression in Wireless Sensor 

Networks” has been proposed by Qinbao Xu [10]. Wireless Sensor network consists of a 

large number of nodes which are deployed using distinct topology. In this paper, they have 

proposed a layered clustering management method for wireless sensor networks. As the 
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multilayered clustering model is used, provenance can be encoded independently and final 

encoded provenance consists of sets of different clustered layers. When base station obtains 

the provenance it decodes data from the top most layer. When it finds the malicious data in 

any cluster it stops decoding. This method also uses the local probabilities to encode 

provenance which has a higher compression rate. This clustered model is best suited when 

there is provenance of large size. This mechanism helps to increase the efficiency of data 

obtained at base station. 

 

“Secure Provenance in Wireless Sensor Networks- A Survey of Provenance Schemes” is the 

paper proposed by Khizar Hameed and team of University of Management and Technology, 

Sialkot, Pakistan [11]. This paper discusses about the variety of provenance schemes used 

in the field of WSN research. In this paper, they have performed a comparative analysis of 

various secure provenance schemes based on general and security aspects. From this paper 

also, we can conclude the use of provenance based Bloom Filter proposed by [11] betters 

and can be used in our research. 

 

“A Light-Weight Countermeasure to Forwarding Misbehavior in Wireless Sensor Networks: 

Design, Analysis, and Evaluation” has been proposed by Cong Pu & Sunho Lim. s [12]. 

They suggest SCAD, a light-weight countermeasure to a selective forwarding attack, in 

which a randomly selected single checkpoint node is placed to detect malicious node 

forwarding misbehavior. To rapidly recover unexpected packet losses owing to forwarding 

misbehavior or poor channel quality, the suggested countermeasure is combined with 

timeout and hop-by-hop retransmission techniques. They also ran comprehensive simulation 

studies to evaluate performance and compare it to existing CHEMAS and CAD systems. 

The results demonstrate an increase in efficiency, a decrease in energy consumption, a lower 

rate of false detection, and a higher rate of successful drops. The limitations of this paper is 

that no any discussion on, changing the route of data packet after the malicious node is 

detected, is done.  

 

“Design of A Secure Scheme employing In-Packet Bloom Filter for Detecting Provenance 

Forgery and Packet Drop Attacks in WSN” proposed by Rohit D. Hedau [13]discusses the 
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use of in-packet bloom filter for provenance forgery detection. The provenance scheme has 

been able to detect packet drop attacks staged by malicious data forwarding nodes. And the 

proposed scheme scores over the existing schemes in terms of throughput, Energy 

consumption, the packet drop ratio and the packet delivery ratio. 

Fan Ye, Haiyun Luo, Songwu Lu, Lixia Zhang in their work “Statistical En-route Filtering 

of Injected False Data in Sensor Networks” have presented a Statistical En-route Filtering 

(SEF) mechanism that can detect and drop such false reports [14]. Multiple keyed message 

authentication des (MACS), each created by a node that detects the same event, are required 

by SEF to confirm each sensing report. Each node along the way verifies the correctness of 

the MACS as the report is forwarded, and those with incorrect macs are dropped at the 

earliest points. The sink filters out any residual bogus reports that slipped through the en-

route filtering. Through collective decision-making by many detecting nodes and collective 

false-report detection by numerous forwarding nodes, SEF uses the network scale to 

determine the truthfulness of each report. Their analysis and simulations show that, with an 

overhead of 14 bytes per report, SEF is able to dmp % 90% injected false reports by a 

compromised node within 10 forwarding hops, and reduce energy consumption by 50% or 

more in many cases. 

 

“Forgery and Packet Drop Detection Using Bloom Filter Mechanism in Wireless Sensor 

Network” proposed by Shruthy H.N. discussed Forgery and Packet Drop Detection 

mechanism with multiple consecutive malicious nodes [15]. Not many of the researches 

have been done on multiple malicious nodes detection. In this paper too, the limitation is 

that accurate forgery detection in case of multiple consecutive malicious nodes has also not 

been done. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1 System Model  

 

The primary goal of this thesis is to detect malicious nodes in wireless sensor networks. Our 

system gives an overview of how detection of malicious node in network is done. The Figure 

4 is a graphical view of our system architecture for Malicious Node Detection System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: System Architecture 

 

The provenance based scheme is shown in figure 4 to find the compromised node and to 

ensure the safety of the data packet in WSN. In our work, the provenance information is 

embedded into the bloom filter. The provenance information includes node name, port 

number, neighboring node and path cost. The information is provided to a data packet and 

all the nodes in WSN. The base station collects the data packet and regenerates the 

information and checks whether any of the nodes is compromised by the intruder or not.  

 

Data iprovenance iis ian iexcellent iway ifor iassessing idata itrustworthiness ibecause iit 

summarizes ithe ihistory iof iownership iand ithe iactions iperformed ion ithe idata. iData 
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iprovenance iallows ithe iBS iin ia imulti-hop isensor inetwork ito itrack ithe isource iand 

iforwarding ipath iof ian iindividual idata ipacket. iThe irestricted istorage, ienergy, iand 

ibandwidth ilimits iof isensor inodes ipresent isignificant ihurdles iin irecording iprovenance 

ifor ieach ipacket. iAs ia iresult, ia ilightweight iprovenance isolution iwith ilittle ioverhead 

iis irequired. iAlso, isecurity iconcerns iincluding ias iconfidentiality, iintegrity, iand 

iprovenance ifreshness imust ibe iaddressed. iOur igoal iis ito icreate ia iprovenance 

iencoding iand idecoding isystem ithat imeets ithese isecurity iand iperformance 

irequirements. 

 

 We idescribe ia iprovenance iencoding ischeme iin iwhich ieach inode ialong ia idata 

ipacket's itrip isecurely iembeds iprovenance iinformation iin ia iBloom ifilter, iwhich iis 

ithen isent ialong iwith ithe idata. iAfter ireceiving ithe ipacket, ithe iBS ifetches iand 

iverifies ithe iprovenance iinformation. iWe ialso icreated ia iprovenance iencoding ischeme 

ienhancement ithat iallows ithe iBS ito idetermine iif ia ipacket idrop iattack iwas icarried 

iout iby ia ihostile inode. 

 

4.1.1 Network iModel  

 

 WSN iconsists iof imultiple inodes isuch ias isensor inodes, iintermediate inodes iand ibase 

istation. iWe iconsider ia imulti-hop isensor inetwork iwith ia inumber iof isensor inodes 

iand ione ibase istation iin iour imodel. iSensor inodes iare istationary iand ido inot imove, 

ihowever irouting ipaths imay ialter iover itime ias inodes ifail ior ias iattacks ioccur. iEach 

inode isends iinformation ito ithe ibase istation iabout iits ineighbors. iEach inode iis igiven 

ia iunique iidentification inodeID iand ia icryptographic ikey iKi iby ithe ibase istation. 

iDuring iprovenance iencoding, ia iset iof ihash ifunctions iis ialso ibroadcast ito iall inodes. 
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Figure 5 shows the network model of our system. Here we have used mesh topology and all 

the nodes are connected to each other using some common links. We use AODV protocol to 

communicate between different nodes in a Network. Here, intermediate nodes can be 

legitimate node or can be a malicious packet dropping node. 

 

4.1.2 Data Model 

 

Sensor nodes of WSN is used to collect the data. Our scheme is to securely transmit this data 

to base station. Data generated by each sensor nodes is sent to base station using multi hop 

transmission.  A data path of D hops is represented as < nl, n1, n2, ..., nD >, where nl is a 

leaf node representing the data source, and node ni is i hops away from nl. Each non leaf 

node aggregates its own data and provenance with received data and provenance. 

Each data packet has its own packet sequence number, as well as data and provenance. The 

source node assigns a sequence number to each packet, and all nodes in a round use the same 

sequence number. Message Authentication Code is used to encode the sequence number 

(MAC). 

 

4.1.3 Threat Model 

 

We assume that base station and source node is trusted and all the intermediate nodes may 

be malicious. Malicious nodes may perform numerous attacks like passive attack and active 

attack. They can also make backdoor and perform traffic analysis. 

Source Node 

rce 

NodeSource  

Intermediate Node 

 

Sink Node 

 

Figure 5: Network Model 
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Malicious nodes can deploy a few more other malicious nodes in the network or may 

compromise legitimate nodes. If a node is compromised then it can extract all necessary data 

& information, can also drop the packet or alter the packets. In our model, we consider packet 

drop attack in our network. Packet drop occurs when a compromised node or malicious node 

does not forward the packet but rather drops the packet during multi hop transmission. Our 

objective is to achieve confidentiality, integrity and freshness. 

 

Different components of block diagram as discussed below:  

 

4.2 Source Node 

 

Sensor nodes are deployed at each stations in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) called as 

sensor nodes. These are actually hardware which sense environmental conditions like 

pressure, temperature, etc. These devices have relatively low battery life, low processing 

capability and low memory. Source nodes sense the data and send the data to the central 

station following numerous intermediate sensor nodes. 

 

4.3 Provenance Encoding 

 

In our method, the provenance is encoded to all the nodes and packet data. The provenance 

information consists of node name, port number, path cost, and the next neighboring node is 

uploaded to all the nodes. Then the base station receives provenance technique keeps the 

integrity of the data, which provides security and helps in detecting if any malicious data, is 

introduced by an intruder. Encoding of the provenance refers to providing each node with 

node name, port number, neighboring node, and the cost path. The provenance information 

is provided to all the nodes and each packet of data to be transferred. 

 

The vertices in the provenance graph are created and inserted into the iBF for a data packet 

during provenance encoding. Each vertex is derived from a data path node and reflects the 

provenance record of the host node. A vertex's ID is a unique identifier (VID). The VID is 

generated for each packet using the packet sequence number (seq) and the secret key Ki of 

the host node. We use a block cipher algorithm to produce this VID in a secure manner. As 
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a result, the VID of a vertex representing the node ni for a particular data packet is computed 

as 

 

VIDi = generate VID (ni, seq) = EKi (seq) 

 

Where “E” is a secure block cipher. 

 

When a source node creates a packet, it also creates a BF (known as ibf0), which is initialized 

to 0. After that, the source constructs a vertex, inserts the VID into ibf0, and sends the BF as 

part of the packet. Each intermediate node ni performs data and provenance aggregation after 

receiving the packet. If nj gets data from a single child, nj-1, it combines the packet's partial 

provenance with its own provenance record. At last, when it reaches BS then total 

provenance if “ibf”. 

 

Data + Provenance Information + Sequence Number 

 

Set Bloom Filter bf ˂˂ 0 and add each vertex with 

vertex ID as 

VIDi = generate VID(ni,seq) = EKi(seq) 

 

Each intermediate nodes adds data and provenance 

information into BF using hash functions 

 

All the data gets aggregated at Base Station 

 

Figure 6: Provenance Encoding Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

Provenance encoding is elaborated more in following diagram  
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Figure 7: Provenance encoding in detail 

 

 

Data is generated at source node. These data packet along with packet sequence number and 

provenance information should be transferred to the intermediate node. The data should be 

converted into cipher text using AES encryption. Key is sent to the node by base station as 

base station sends key to every node in the path of data transmission. Key along with packet 

sequence number generates vertex ID which is used to encrypt message using message 

authentication code. The encrypted value is passed to the SHA-224 hash function. SHA-224 

hash function is suggested by Henry Nunoo [2] as it has faster execution time and consumes 

less energy which is mandatory in wireless sensor networks. Then, membership query of 

generated hash code is hashed into the elements of bloom filter. Initially, bloom filter is 

initialized to 0 in its space. If query matched into the bloom filter space then it is set to 1 

otherwise 0. There may be possibility of false positive in bloom filter which we shall discuss 

through graph. 

Now the encrypted message, packet sequence number and provenance information is sent to 

the next node using AODV protocol [16]. After receiving the information from previous 

node, it does data and provenance aggregation with the help of vertex ID generated in its 
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node. Again the data is aggregated in each intermediated node in routing path along with 

packet sequence number and provenance information.  

 

When all the collected data and provenance information reaches destination node then base 

station records all the information and to ensure the integrity, confidentiality and freshness 

of data, it does provenance verification and collection on the traversed path. If received 

provenance information matches with generated information then provenance is verified 

otherwise an attack has occurred.  

 

4.4 Shortest Path 

 

When data packet encoded with provenance information is sent from source node all the way 

to base station then it has to pass to through several intermediate nodes. We will use AODV 

routing algorithm to transmit the message using shortest path. The weight cost of 

neighboring nodes of each intermediate node is calculated as the nodes are represented in 

the form of acyclic graph. Each node exchange its distance to its neighboring nodes using 

RREQ & RREP. We have already discussed about AODV Protocol in section background 

theories. This protocol works in finding the route from one node to another during data 

packet transmission. 

 

4.5 Provenance Decoding  

 

Provenance decoding starts when the base station collects the data packet. Base station 

conducts the provenance verification. The base station is aware of what path the message 

should follow. So it checks whether the correct path has been travelled or not. The 

provenance collection is necessary because the base station needs to recover the provenance 

information from the transmitted data packet. Base station finds out if any change in data 

packet has occurred by any malicious node or not. Decoded provenance is used to verify if 

the node is malicious or not. 
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4.5.1 Provenance Verification 

 

We assume that the BS has P' knowledge about the packet's path. The Bloom filter BFc is 

initially initialized with all 0s by the BS. After that, the BF is updated by producing the VID 

for each node in the path P' and inserting it into the BF. BS's assessment of the encoded 

provenance is now reflected in BFc. The BS then compares BFc to the received ibf to validate 

its impression. Only if BFc equals ibf does the provenance verification succeed. If BFc 

differs from the received iBF, it means the data flow path has changed or a BF modification 

attack has occurred. To check whether the received path is modified or attacked then 

provenance collection is also done. The base station helps create the vertex for each node 

ni. The BS then uses ibf to run the vidi membership query. The vertex is most likely in the 

provenance if the method returns true, indicating that the host node ni is in the data path. 

 

 

 

Received packet with sequence number, seq & Bloom 

filter information, bf with traversed path P| = <nl,….np> 

 

Set Bloom Filter bf ˂˂ 0, for each ni € P| calculate 

vertex ID as 

VID|
i = generate VID(ni,seq) = EKi(seq) 

Insert VID|
i into bfc using hash function 

 

Compare bfc = bf 

 

                                                                    True          False 

 

 Correct Provenance Path Change/attack 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Provenance Verification Algorithm 

 

4.5.2 Provenance Collection 

 

Provenance Collection algorithm is shown in figure 9. Through ibf membership checking 

across all nodes, the provenance collecting scheme generates a list of probable vertices in 
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the provenance graph. For each node ni in the network, the BS creates the associated vertex. 

The BS then runs the vidi membership query with ibf. If the method returns true, the vertex 

is most likely in the provenance, suggesting that the host node ni is in the data path. There 

is a possibility of a false positive in bloom filter. 

 

The provenance verification procedure is applied to the set of prospective candidate nodes 

once the BS has finalized it. This step is done to check between legitimate route 

modifications and malicious activity. If the verification is successful, we can conclude that 

the data flow changed naturally and that the path was correctly selected. Aside from that, 

there has been an attack. 

 

 

 

Received packet with sequence number (seq) & 

Bloom filter information (bf), Set of nodes(N) in the 

network 

 

Set Bloom Filter bf ˂˂ 0,  

Set of possible nodes, S << Φ 

 

 

for each ni  € N calculate vertex ID as 

VID|
i = generate VID(ni,seq) 

  

If(VIDi  is in bf) then S ← S U ni 

Insert VID|
i into bfc using hash function 

 

Compare bfc = bf 

 

 

True  False 

 

 Correct Provenance Attack 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Provenance Collection Algorithm 
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4.6 Base Station 

 

Base station is the destination node that collects all the sensed data from sensor nodes, which 

are deployed using wireless sensor network. Base station holds the data so that information 

can be extracted from data and correct decision making process can be executed. Base station 

after receiving packet with provenance encoding, decodes the packet in transverse path to 

determine any malicious node present using bloom filter based provenance decoding. 

Provenance encoding, provenance verification, provenance collection are shown in figure 6, 

8 & 9 respectively. In all cases, base station is involved. Collected provenance in BF and 

data is aggregated in base station and in the process of provenance collection and 

verification, algorithm shown in figure 9 & 8 is executed. 

 

4.7 Working of Bloom filter 

 

Bloom filter is a data structure designed to confirm either the component is the part of the 

set or not. Burton Havard Bloom imagined the concept of the bloom filter in 1970. Bloom 

filter has been used and gradually modified time after time for the various network problems. 

Bloom filter is designed to provide with a unified and practical framework. Bloom filters are 

used as the large core memory for the applications which required the very large size of 

memory. Hence the use of bloom filter helps to reduce the unwanted use of memory which 

cost a very high price. 

 

 

Figure 10: Bloom Filter Array 
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In the figure 10, 18-bit array is shown, where the set of x, y, z hashes are mapped into the 

elements of bit arrays. It can be seen that the hash function ‘w' is not in the set because it has 

been hashed to a one-bit array containing 0, which is not the part of the either of the precious 

sets x, y, and z. Initially, the empty bloom filter is set all to zero. ‘C' different hash functions 

are defined, and each of which hashes to the elements of array generating the uniform 

random distribution. Here the hash function ‘C' is constant which are much smaller in size 

than bit array. To check whether the elements are inset, elements are feed to c hash functions 

to get k array portion. If any of the element feed is 0 then it is not in the element or not in 

the set. In the above figure x. y, z, are hashed to 1 and w is hashed to 0 which is not the part 

of set x, y, z. Bloom filters have space advantage comparatively to the data structure to 

represent the sets. Bloom filter has a specific attribute, that false positive rate of the filter 

can be modified. The larger size of the bloom filter possesses less false positive comparative 

to a small one. We have discussed about bloom filter more in detail on section “Background 

Theories”. 

 

Generalized step of our model 

Step 1: Node initialize 

Step 2: Topology Form 

Step 3: Path selection 

Step 4: Provenance encoding at each node 

Step 5: Data transmission 

Step 6: Data + Provenance collection at base station 

Step 7: Performs provenance verification and collection to detect whether an attack has 

occurred or not 
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4.8 Sequence Diagram 

 

   

 

 

       P 

                                           

                       

                                   

packets and 

                                                

                 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                        

  

 

                                                                            

  

 

 

 

Figure 11: Sequence Diagram 

 

The sequence diagram of our model is shown in figure 11. It consists of source node, 

intermediate nodes and destination node or base station. Packet is generated at source node. 

Thus generated packet will have to reach destination node through many intermediate nodes 

using provenance encoding mechanism. During process of transmission any intermediate 

node can be a malicious node which may alter the provenance information and also drop the 

packet so that correct message won’t be sent to the base station which uses that data for 

decision making. So our model helps to detect provenance forgery and packet drop attacks 

in wireless sensor. 

 

Base station will send each node a secret key which helps to calculate node ID for each node. 

This node ID is used to convert data to the cipher text and with the help of hash function, the 

generated code will be hashed into bloom filter which contains provenance information. 

Source Node Intermediate Nodes Base Station 

Collects the packet and 

provenance information 

 

Sends Packet 

 

Sends the packet to Base 

Station 

 

Provenance Aggregation 

Performs provenance verification and                                                                     

collection to detect packet drop attack 
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Initially this provenance is set to 0. At each node provenance is recorded using membership 

query of generated vertex ID with the provenance information using bloom filter and hash 

functions. 

Each node in path of data transmission forwards the data to the nearest node which is in 

shortest path. When data reaches destination node, it collects the data and provenance record. 

Base station has the knowledge about traversed path of data transmission. Base station again 

calculates the provenance for each node in traversed path using equation of vertex ID. 

Sometimes the intermediate nodes may be shut down due to power issue or any path change 

of nodes. So to verify path change or attack, we perform provenance verification and 

collection algorithm. If there is no path change then base station knows about the attack in 

any of the intermediate node.  

 

4.9 Detection of packet drop attack 

 

Our system helps to securely transmit data from source node to destination node. We further 

used this scheme to detect packet drop attack in wireless sensor network and identify 

malicious node. In our work, each data packet contains acknowledgement of previously seen 

data packet which is useful in detecting packet loss attack. As the receiving node does not 

get previously sent data then provenance record generated will be different as provenance 

information now consists of data value, node ID, packet sequence number and sequence 

number of previously generated packet. This helps base station to localize malicious node 

and detect malicious node. We used multiple malicious node in our system to detect packet 

drop attack if any. Thus, in the extended scheme, any jth data packet contains  

(i)  Unique packet sequence number (seq[j]),  

(ii) Previous packet sequence number (pSeq),  

(iii) A data value, and  

(iv) Provenance.  

 

The provenance record of a node includes (i) the node ID, and (ii) an acknowledgement of 

the lastly observed packet in the flow. The vertex ID, VIDi is generated as: 
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 VIDi = generate VID (ni, seq[j], pSeqi) = EKi (seq[j] || pSeqi)  

 

Where, pSeqi is the ni 's knowledge of the previous packet's sequence number in the flow. 

By putting VIDi inside the iBF, ni updates the packet's provenance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Packet drop process 

 

Packet drop identification process is summarized in figure 12. Its detailed discussion is as 

follows. 

 It's iworth inoting ithat ieach idata iflow ithat ipasses ithrough ia inode irequires ia iperflow 

irecord ito imaintain itrack iof ithe iprevious ipacket isequence.iWhen ia inode ini 

iprocesses/forwards ithe ijth ipacket, iit iupdates ithe ipSeqi irecord iof ithe iaccompanying 

idata iflow iwith ithe inewly iprocessed ipacket isequence, iseq[j]. iIf ia inode igets ia 

ipacket ifrom ia idata iflow ifor iwhich iit ihas ino ipreceding ipacket iinformation, iit ican 

iuse ia ispecial ipurpose iidentifier, isuch ias i0, ias ithe iprior ipacket isequence ipSeqi. 

iWhen ithe irouting ipath ichanges, ithis ihandles ithe icircumstance iwhere ia inew inode 

iin ithe ipath ican iuse ithis ispecific iidentifier ito iencode iprovenance. iIn iaddition, iif ia 

inode idoes inot ireceive ipackets ifrom ia idata iflow ifor ian iextended iperiod iof itime, 

Base station checks 

for membership of all 

nodes after receiving 

all provenance 

information 

The first search is 

done with the 

identifier of last 

packet saved at 

the base station 

Next query with 

previous packet 

sequence 

included in 

packet header 

Base station 

executes a 

verification 

algorithm 

If there is difference 

between 

acknowledgements 

produced from next 

packet on the path, it is 

considered as a packet 

drop 
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ithe iflow's iprevious ipacket iinformation imay ibe iremoved ito isave ispace. iAs ithe inode 

igets ifurther ipackets ifrom ithat iflow, ithis iflow-specific iinformation ican ibe iupdated 

iand istored. 

 The iBS iperforms iprovenance idecoding iafter ireceiving ithe idata ipacket, ipacket 

isequence inumber, iand ibloom ifilter. iThe iBS, ias iwell ias ithe iintermediate inodes, 

ikeeps iand iupdates ithe imost irecent ipacket isequence inumber ifor ieach idata iflow. 

iWhen ithe iBS ireceives ia ipacket, iit iextracts ithe ipreceding ipacket isequence i(pSeq) 

ifrom ithe ipacket iheader, idownloads ithe ilast ipacket isequence ifor ithe iflow i(pSeqb) 

ifrom iits ilocal istorage, iand iuses ithese itwo isequences iin ithe iprovenance iverification 

iand icollection iprocess. 

  

 Provenance iVerification iis iidentical ito ithe ifundamental iarchitecture iexplained iin 

iFigure i6. iWhen ia ipacket iis ireceived, ithe iBS ifirst iperforms iprovenance 

iverification. iThe ibase istation iknows ii) iRecent idata iflow ipath iof ithe idata ipacket 

iii) iprevious isequence inumber iof ipacket iin ithe ipath. iThe iBS ithinks ithat ieach 

inode iin ithe ipath isaw iand isent ithe isame ipacket iin ithe iprevious iround, iand ithat 

ithe ipacket's isequence inumber imatches ithe ione irecorded iat ithe iBS. iWhen ipSeq 

iand ipSeqb ido inot imatch, ithe iverification iis ibound ito ifail, iindicating ia ipossible 

ipacket iloss iand iallowing ithe iprovenance igathering iprocedure ito iproceed iwithout 

iverification. iThe iprovenance iverification iis icarried iout iin ithe isame iway ias 

ialgorithm iin ifigure i8, iwith ithe iexception ithat ithe iBS inow iuses ifollowing iequation  

 

 VIDi i= igenerate iVID i(ni, iseq[j], ipSeqi) i= iEKi i(seq[j] i|| ipSeqi)  

 

 to icreate ithe iVID ifor ia inode. The iprovenance icollecting iprocedure iis itriggered 

iwhen ithe iverification iprocess ifails, indicating ieither ia ichange iin ithe idata iflow ipath 

ior ia ipacket idrop iattack. iProvenance collection itries ito irecover inodes ifrom 

iencrypted iprovenance, iconfirm ia ipacket iloss, iand track idown ithe ibad inode ithat 

idropped ithe ipacket. iIt ialso idifferentiates ibetween ia ipacket idrop iattack iand iother 

ipotential iattacks ion ithe iiBF. iIt's iworth inoting ithat, iin ithe ievent iof ia ipath 
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imodification, ithe inew inodes ican ibe iquickly ilearned iby iperforming ian iiteration iof 

iibf imembership itesting iacross iall inodes. iDuring iprovenance iencoding, ieach inode 

iin ithe ipath iuses ithe isame ispecial ipurpose ipacket iidentifier ias ithe ipreceding ipacket 

isequence iand igenerates iits iVID ias iEKi i(seq[j]||0). iThe iBS's idecoding ischeme 

ishould iexecute iibf imembership itesting iover iall inodes ito iextract ithe inew inodes iin 

ithe ipath, iwith ithe iVID ifor ieach inode ibuilt iusing ithe ipreviously isupplied iprior 

ipacket iidentification, ias iwell ias ithe inodeID iand ipacket isequence inumber, iseq[j]. 

 Even iin ithe icase iof ipacket iloss, ithe iprovenance icollecting ialgorithm ican iretrieve 

ithe inodes iin ia idata ichannel.  After igetting ithe inext ipacket i(i.e. ithe i(j i+ i1)th 

ipacket), ithe iBS ichecks iEven iin ithe icase iof ipacket iloss, ithe iprovenance icollecting 

ialgorithm ican iretrieve ithe inodes iin ia idata ichannel. iThe iBS ivalidates ithe 

imembership iof iall inodes iin ithe inetwork iwithin ithe iiBF iusing ia itwo-step imethod 

iafter ireceiving ithe inext ipacket i(i.e. ithe i(j i+ i1)th ipacket). iThe ifirst iquery iuses ithe 

ilast ipacket isequence i(pSeqb) irecorded iat ithe iBS, iand ithe isecond iuses ithe 

ipreceding ipacket isequence i(pSeq) iincluded iin ithe ipacket iheader. iS1 iand iS2 irefer 

ito ithe isets iof inodes idiscovered iin ithe ifirst iand isecond isteps, irespectively. iLet's 

icall ithe iBFs ithat iwere ibuilt iwith iS1 iand iS2 iBF1 iand iBF2, iaccordingly. iThe ifinal 

iBloom ifilter, iBFc, iis ia ibitwise-OR iof iBF1 iand iBF2 ithat ireflects ithe iBS's 

iperspective iof ithe iencoded iprovenance. iThe iBS iruns ia iverification iprocedure iusing 

ithe iset iof iprospective icandidate inodes iS i= iS1 iU iS2 ias iinput ito icheck ibetween 

ithe ipacket idrop iattack iand iany iother iiBF imodification iattacks. iIf iBFc iand ithe 

ireceived iiBF imatch, ithe iverification iis isuccessful. iIn ithis icase, iwe ifind ithat ithere 

ihas ibeen ia ipacket iloss iand ithat ithe ipath ibuilt ion ithe iset iof inodes iS iis iequivalent 

ito ipath iP. iWe iwere iable ito iappropriately iverify ithe iorigins ias ia iresult iof ithis. 
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4.10 Equipment and Tools used 

 

 

 Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Network Simulator NS 3.27 

Operating System Ubuntu 16.04 

Network Diameter 500 x 500 

MAC Protocol IEEE 802.11 

Routing Protocol AODV 

Traffic Type UDP 

Packet Size 512 Bytes 

Node Mobility Fixed 

Number of nodes 2, 3, 4, ……., 500 

Number of Malicious nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 

Node Deployment Random 

Simulation Time 300 seconds 

Initial Energy 1 kJ 

WSN Topology Mesh 

Programming language C ++ & Python 

 

 

The summary of simulation parameters of our model is shown in Table 1. Here, we have 

used NS 3 as a network simulation being run on Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. Here, we 

have used network size of 500 x 500 m. IEEE 802.11 is used as a network interface to 

communicate with neighbor nodes. UDP packet of 512 bytes has been used to send data to 

the base station using AODV protocol. Researchers have suggested the use of UDP packet 

of 512 bytes in WSN [17]. Here, we have considered no network mobility that means we 

have used fixed network nodes. Network nodes are not mobile. Mesh topology has been used 

in our simulation environment. Mesh topology has already been discussed in background 

theory and network model. We have used different number of nodes in NS 3 i.e. varying 

nodes are used. Our main motive is to detect malicious nodes. Packet dropping nodes are 
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malicious nodes. Here, we have varied from 1 to 4 number of malicious node. Performance 

evaluation of different number of nodes on energy, throughput, and overhead are shown in 

result and discussion section. Simulation time used to execute the operation was 

approximately 300 seconds. Due to the use of encryption, hashing and provenance based 

encoding and decoding, simulation time was found to be larger. We have also calculated 

energy consumtion by each node in our model. Intitial energy of our sensor node was 1000 

Joules (J). Effect of malicious nodes in energy was shown in figure 23. Script required to 

built and execute the model was written in C++ and python. Python was used for the user 

interface section. Gnuplot was used to show the simulation results. In our model, results 

were obtained by varying node density, number of malicious nodes, number of packets, etc. 

Detailed analysis of simulation results is shown in “Result and Discussion” section.  
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5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

We have performed the secured transmission of data packet from source node to destination 

node using provenance based bloom filter. The network scenario was performed in 

Network Simulator 3 (NS-3). We used Ubuntu 16.04 as the operating system and also used 

NS3.27 as a network simulator. The programming language used are C ++ & python to run 

NS-3. The system was able to transmit the data packet from source node to base station 

using secured bloom filter mechanism where we have used AES-128 & SHA – 224 as an 

encryption algorithm. The obtained model was able to produce better performance based 

on Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) & other factors. 

We iteratively performed the simulation on NS-3 with varying number of nodes, packet 

size & Bloom filter size and hash functions. Our model performed well on Bloom filter of 

size 16 & 20 bytes. Bloom filter bit size was suggested by [18]. Author has compared 

bloom filter size with fpr and suggested the use of 16 and 20 byte filter. We used 4 hash 

functions in our model which we selected on iteratively running the simulation over 100 

times. 

On simulating the network in above scenario, following results were observed. 

 

Figure 13: VFR vs Number of hops 
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We have seen from the figure 8 that verification at the base station fails if provenance 

information differ from the local information. This can happen due to Bloom filter 

Modification attack or data path change. Provenance verification failure rate (VFR) 

measures the ratio of packets for which verification fails. In figure 13, we can clearly see 

that VFR slightly increases as the number of hops or nodes increase in the network. The 

size of bloom filter varies. As the size of Bloom filter is 16 bytes and 20 bytes, the VFR is 

less. We have used SHA -224 hashing with bloom filter to protect the provenance 

information in bloom filter. The paper [7] used SHA -1 as hashing algorithm with bloom 

filter. We got the superior result in terms of VFR. The output of [7] is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: VFR vs Number of hops of reference paper 

 

On comparing figure 13 & 14, we can conclude that VFR of our system performs better than 

VFR of [7]. On using bloom filter of size 16 & 20 gives the best VFR for securely 

transmitting data from source node to base station.  
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The main problem of bloom filter is false positive. As there is no false negative in bloom 

filter, we can have still chance of false positive. Our model helps in decreasing false 

positive rate as shown in figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15: False Positive rate vs Number of hops 

 

False positive rate is nearly zero till 8 number of nodes. If we go on increasing the number 

of nodes, there is slight increase in false positive rate as we can’t assure 0 % of false 

positive when the number of nodes increase in WSN. The validation of our model is done 

with the reference paper of [7] shown in figure 16. Our model is superior than [7]. 
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Figure 16: False Positive rate vs Number of hops of reference paper 

 

Figure 16 shows the graph of False Positive rate vs Number of hops. We continuously varied 

the bloom filter size starting from 10 bytes to 40 bytes. Our model performed well when 

bloom filter is of size 16 & 20 bytes were used. We used the average round of 100 iterations 

and gained the result obtained in figure 15. On comparing our mode with reference model, 

we can find that our model is superior in terms of FPR when nodes increase after 10.  
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Verification failure rate (VFR) was compared with number of hops in figure 13. Here we 

compared VFR with number of packets. The result of simulation is shown in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17: VFR vs Number of packets 

 

 Figure 17 shows when the amount of packet communications increases, VFR changes with 

time. As the network becomes more stable over time, the data pathways get less frequent, 

and the VFR approaches zero. As we can see from the figure 17, VFR is maximum with 

fewer packets, as the number of packets increases then VFR decreases exponentially. The 

route to the base station is determined using numerous nodes, so as the route is fixed then 

VFR will decrease. Our result is validated with the reference paper which has following 

output shown in figure 18. Figure 18 shows verification failure rate in terms of number of 

packets which shows that as the number of packets increase in the network then VFR 

gradually decreases and when number of packets increase beyond 100 – 200 then VFR is 

very small that it approaches zero (0).   
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Figure 18: VFR vs Number of packets of reference paper 

 

Our system was run on 4, 8 & 12 hop path, we got the result shown in figure 17. These hop 

paths were chosen iteratively, and the best path with minimum VFR is chosen. As we can 

see from figure 17 & 18, VFR vs number of packets is similar with both types. Here we, 

can conclude that VFR using SHA 224 & SHA 1 do not affect the VFR but previously we 

have discussed that there is slight improvement in VFR for number of hops in our model. 

 

End to end delay is the time taken by the data packet to travel from source to destination. 

As the number of node increases in our network, end to end delay increases as well. Due 

to low routing overhead, end to end delay is not very large so the packet reaches to the 

destination in short interval of time. This is shown in figure 19. 
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Figure 19: End to end delay vs Number of nodes 

 

Figure 19 shows end to end delay vs number of nodes. Delay is measured in millisecond 

(ms). From figure 19, we can interpret that packet reaches from source to destination in less 

time. We have used AODV as a routing protocol. [9] suggests that end to end delay and 

routing overhead is outperformed by AODV protocol.   

 

The problem with wireless sensor lies on throughput when data packets are sent from node 

to another node. The throughput of WSN is less compared to other wireless networks like 

Ad-hoc networks. Throughput is the maximum amount of data that can be sent from source 

to destination. Throughput plays a vital role in communication. Higher is the throughput, 

faster is the communication and vice versa. Now, throughput of our model is shown in figure 

20 when there is no malicious node. 
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Figure 20: Throughput vs Nodes (When no malicious node added) 

 

 Figure 20 shows the throughput of WSN deploying number of nodes. Maximum 

throughput obtained with fewer number of nodes was 93.4 kbps. On increasing the number 

of nodes, there is slight variation in throughput due to end to end delay which is shown in 

figure 19. As we go on increasing number of nodes in WSN, we have seen that there is 

gradual decrement in throughput. Here, we did throughput analysis of our model in case of 

16 & 20 byte filter. 16 byte filter gave the better result in throughput. 
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Figure 21: Throughput vs Nodes (When malicious node added) 

 

Figure 21 shows the throughput of WSN deploying numerous malicious nodes. Maximum 

throughput obtained with no malicious node was 91 kbps. As, we deployed malicious node 

in our network, the throughput of our model decreased drastically. This shows the effect of 

malicious nodes in WSN. These malicious nodes deployed drops the packet and hence 

reduces the throughput of our network. Energy is also lost when dropping the packet. We 

will discuss about energy in latter part of our model. After deploying more than 3 malicious 

nodes in our network, throughput reduces to zero. 

By using our model, we have successively detected malicious nodes in wireless sensor 

network using provenance based information in bloom filter.  
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Figure 22: Collection Error vs Number of hops 

 

The provenance decoding receives the provenance information from bloom filter. 

Provenance decoding process consists of provenance verification and collection phases. To 

find out the accuracy of our model, we measured provenance decoding error i.e. 

verification and collection error. We have already calculated verification failure rate (VFR) 

in figure 13 & 17. Note that, collection phase is executed when provenance verification 

fails.  

Figure 22 shows collection error vs number of hops. Collection error occurs due to false 

positive rate. As false positive rate increases than collection error also increases. We can 

see from figure that collection error arises after 4 node topology but it increases more after 

8 node topology. This is because of FPR shown in figure 15. We used bloom filter size of 

16, 20 & 30 bytes. BF of size 16 outperforms 20 & 30. This shows that our model is light 

weight.  
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Figure 23: Energy Consumption vs Number of hops 

 

Energy is a major constraint in WSN. We have already discussed about energy factor in 

background study part. Lowering the consumption of energy of each node is obtained using 

our model. We have used ns3 energy model to calculate energy of each sensor node. Figure 

23 shows energy consumption of sensor node in case of normal operation and in case of 

attack. Energy is measured in milijoule (mJ). As the number of sensor nodes increase, energy 

of each node also increases. This is due to the fact that increase in sensor nodes results in 

increase in routing packet, data packet and provenance information as well. 

 

In Figure 23, we have calculated the energy consumption in case of attack and no attack. As 

a result of packet drop attack, energy consumption increases in sensor node which results in 

delay of data packet as well. Average energy consumption of each node is shown in figure 

23. Energy consumption for 2 node topology is 1920 mJ in normal mode and 2090 mJ in 

attack mode. As a result of increase in number of nodes, energy consumption also increases 

gradually. 
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Figure 24: Energy consumption of reference paper 

 

Figure 24 shows the energy consumption by nodes of wireless sensor networks discussed by 

[7]. Here, the author has compared the energy of model in case of normal mode and 

malicious mode. Energy consumption of 100 nodes are shown by author. Energy 

consumption gradually increases up to 10 node topology and when nodes increase beyond 

10 then energy increases exponentially. On comparing Figure 23 & 24, we found that energy 

consumption by the nodes of our model is less compared to the reference paper. We got 

better results due to the use of energy efficient hashing algorithm [2] and energy efficient 

routing protocol [9].   
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Figure 25: Packet Delivery Ratio vs Number of Hops 

 

Packet delivery ratio (PDR) is the ratio between numbers of packet received to the number 

of packet sent by the sensor node. Ideally, PDR should be 100 % but due to different factors 

100 % delivery ratio cannot be obtained. Figure 25 shows PDR for 0,1,2,3 malicious nodes. 

We can clearly see from figure that PDR is maximum in case of no malicious node. And as 

the number of malicious nodes increase, PDR also decreases and for more than 1 malicious 

node in topology, PDR approaches 0 i.e. whole packet is lost in between due to packet 

dropping nodes. 
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Figure 26: Routing Overhead in normal model 

 

Routing overhead occurs as a result of the transmission of additional control packets required 

for proper data packet delivery. Routing and data packets should most of the time share the 

same network bandwidth, hence routing packets are regarded an overhead. This is referred 

to as routing overhead. The overhead of a good routing protocol should be minimal. Recent 

study [19] [20] [21] have shown that use of AODV is essential for reducing the overhead of 

the network. Figure 26 and 27 shows the performance of routing overhead in case of normal 

mode and in malicious environment respectively. Figure 26 shows that the routing overhead 

of AODV protocol in case of varying number of normal nodes. Here, the number of nodes 

increases then the routing overhead also increases. This is due to the fact that as the node 

density increases then the new routes have to be discovered to send HELLO packets and 

other meta data. Routing overhead increases exponentially to search for the new route in 

case of increase in network size. 
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Figure 27: Routing overhead vs Number of malicious nodes 

 

Figure 27 shows the performance of routing overhead in case of malicious nodes. Here we 

have varied the number of malicious nodes to identify routing overhead. In comparison to 

Figure 26, routing overhead of our model increases, this is because of the fact that new 

possible route has to be searched to send the data packet to the destination. On increasing 

the number of malicious nodes, routing overhead also increases to search for the possible 

new routes to the destination. AODV protocol performs better in terms of routing overhead 

in case of malicious nodes as well. As we go on increasing the packet dropping nodes in our 

topology, there is huge increment in routing overhead. This shows the effect of packet 

dropping nodes. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

 

A provenance based detecting of malicious packet dropping nodes in wireless sensor 

networks using bloom filter mechanism is presented in this work. We were able to securely 

transmit data packets from source node to destination using provenance based bloom filter. 

Here, we have used AES as encryption algorithm and SHA 224 as a hashing algorithm to 

hash the values into bloom filter. Using AES helps in maintain the integrity of the data packet 

and bloom filter helps in maintaining the freshness of the provenance information. We used 

our model to successfully detect packet dropping malicious nodes in wireless sensor network 

environment. Previous study have also shown the effectiveness of light weight bloom filter 

to detect malicious nodes. We have analysed our model against different parameters like 

Energy consumption, Packet delivery ratio, bandwidth, routing overhead, false positive ratio 

and end to end delay. Results shows that our model shows better performance in terms of 

different parameters. The use of bloom filter in network environment is increasing due to its 

low memory consumption especially in case of WSN. Hence we can conclude that our model 

was able to produce better results in detecting packet dropping nodes in wireless sensor 

networks using bloom filter mechanism with provenance information.  

 

6.2 Limitation 

 

There are some limitations of our work. The execution time of our model is high due to the 

computation in encryption and also due to the use of hashing algorithm. Our model has high 

routing overhead in case of increased network density. So, it is better to deploy this model 

in small sized network. This is due to the fact that AODV protocol performs better in small 

to medium sized topology.  

 

6.3 Recommendation 

 

Considering future work, we can enhance this model to detect other types of network attacks 

other than packet drop attacks. Bloom filter model can be used to detect attacks in IoT and 

Block chain models. Study shows that few works have been done with the use of bloom filter 
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to detect attacks in IoT, Software Defined Network (SDN) and other networking 

environment.  
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